
 

NOMINATION FOR AN OCA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE POSITION* 

Name of nominee: Chloe Cormack  

Position / Positions to which nominated: Adjusted/blended role 

Confirmation of willingness to stand (signature):     I,  Chloe Cormack, am willing to be 

nominated for an OCA Mancom role 

 

Brief bio:  
Studied journalism and social anthropology at UCT. Have a deep interest in the being of society’s 
members and the environment. I have been in and out of Obs for the past 10 years.  
 

Motivation for standing:  
I like to find and create solutions to ineffective systems. I would like to play a part in creating a more 

inclusive Obs that prioritizes climate change needs with social upliftment efforts while simultaneously 

adhering to the needs and community feeling of all obs residents, informal and formal alike.  

I have observed the issues of Obs from the sidelines for years and felt quite confused and overwhelmed 
by the lack of information that is readily accessible to the public. Many Obs residents do not know about 
the civic association or feeding schemes or other projects going on because we live in a world that 
creates separation and disjuncture communication. That, teamed with anti-social behavior and awkward 
guilt avoiding disappearances of our neighbors, and we’ve got a mix of very ineffective engagements 
with our community that lead to further disjunctures as opposed to bringing our community together. I’d 
like to try help assist in bridging the gap that exists by finding ways to make community engagement 
interesting to everyone so we can start getting somewhere with our stagnating neighborhood.   
 

Name of Nominator 1:  Edwin Angless Name of Nominator 2: Sarah Driver-Jowitt 

Signature of Nominator 1:  

ESAngless 

Signature of Nominator 2: 

 

Date:  30/11/2021 Date: 30/11/2021 

* This form must be submitted via email to info@obs.org.za by no later than 18.00 on 30th November 2021. 

** The nominee and both nominators must have taken out membership of the OCA after October 1st and before 

November 30th. 

Membership applications can be done here: https://obs.org.za/membership-account/membership-levels/ 
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